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CHAPTER I 
TH~ PROBLEM 
Purpose of the,Study 
Three decades ago, Dashiell (1-940) listed four main classes of 
detenninants of humal). behavior: sti,mulus-response, habits, genetic 
fa~tors, and set. He c9mplained that set.was a.neglected area of in-
vestigation, and argued that it "7as\an important :phenomenon for.psycho""' 
logical research 1to desc~ibe. The prob~em was that·the te:i;m "set"·was 
used so loosely that·. it ,held different connotations for many .psycho lo-
gists. Gibson (1941) n()ted. that. the following terms had been used to 
define whatever.was meant.by set: mental set, motor set, preparatory 
' . ' 
set, situati9n-set, expectation, attitude, directing tendency; and 
determining tendency'. This ambiguity l~d him to state at that time 
that "The concept of set or.attitude is·a nearlr, universal one. in psy-
chological t~inking despite the _fact.that,the underlying meaning .is in.,. 
Q.efi~ite, th~ termin9logy chao~ic, and the usq.ge by psychologists highly 
individualist.ic" · (p. 7~1). The situation . is somewhat ·th~ same today in, 
that, the ccmcept plays a .part in most a:i;eas of psychology. As stated. 
by McGee (1967), a set has become a.welhused hypothetical construct, 
amt 
the very fact that it has·been -usec;l so extensively by. 
so .many. different individuals under so many different. 
synonyms,.indi~ates a need for a unifying system-of· 
theoretical postulates al}d empirical studies related 
to a psycho logy · oLset (p ~ 14) . 
Gene:r;ally speaking,, set seems to be described as a disposition, a 
state of mind, an.d the effect of set is that of selection or, guid~n,ce 
of the mental pr~cesses. This thesis was concerned with an investiga-
. '· ' ' . \ ~ . . '. ' 
ticm of exp~rimen,ta:py induced set, anq sought a more ,direc;t approach 
to an empirical description, of it than has been provided so far. As 
2 
will be shown, most studies have.utilized response.data from the S-0-R, 
paradigm to infer set arni its,actiQn.s. Howevet,.the. logical'and desir-
able point at which an inv~stigation of .set should take place is at the 
1'0" vari~ble; That is, the state. and its influence .. should be studied 
as it 9ccurs. Such an.approach was offered through the technique of 
pupillometry, to be described later. 
The History of "Set" 
The concept ·Of--set is as old as,the first .experimental studies of 
the ,mental processes. G .. E .. Muller, in redoing Ebbinghaus' work on 
memory, exte!l.ded. his own findings· t9 include the concept of "preparatory 
set" (Anlage) .. That is, the memory proc~sses were not as mechanical. as 
Ebbinghaus may-have thought; rather, subjects seemed to be engaged 
actively in.their tasks; indicating that lear:ning was;not a,complete~y 
automatic process (Watson, 1963)" 
This idea ,carded on with th~ ,work of Kulpe, who had studied with 
Muller:, and. the "Wiirzburg School". Basically, the task (Aufgabe) was · 
respon~ible for inducing an uncronscious set (Einstellung), such that·. 
the type of activity which wa~ influenced by this set took plac~ with 
1i tt,le m~areness durii;ig a trial - one. was not ·aware of the "det~rmining 
tendency'.' guiding .his strat~gy or behavior in th,e task (Watson, 1963). 
Over the years, set has been used i!l one.context or another-by 
m9st areas of ps:ycb,ol0gy (~oring, 195.0; McGee, 1967}. The terms devel-
ope4 and emp:i.oye4 by the Wii:r;zburg School (task, dete~ining tendenc;y; 
etco) .have .taken on a motivfJ.ti.oIJ,al,cont~xt in tod,ay's.usage. That-.is,, 
set is a varia~le that influences the ment_al processes. "Attitude" is 
used as a. replacei;nent for Einstellung in soci~l psychology. In the 
area of perception, an attentive set enables a subject to perceive more 
re~dil:y certain aspects 0f visually presente4 stimuli as compared to 
his performance when he', is given no advanced.· information on what to 
loo.k. for. Two main :hypotheses have beEfn proposed to explain this effect 
of set on -visual perception ,(Haber; 1966). One is ,a P;erceptual tuning 
hyp0thesis: set enhances the perceptual processes by causing a focusing 
of attention on particular attributes of the stiml,llus. This interpre-
tation plac;:es the effect .of set during the stimulus presentationo' The· 
' ' ' ' " ,. . . ' . ' 
othe_r hypot~esis is a non-perceptual appreach, and it argues ·that· set 
do~s n_ot , affect thfi". percept but d.0es influence. the memory trace; Haber, 
feels tha~ set induces different coding strategies ,(speed, of.ell;codirtg, 
orderof en,coding) whi<i;h re0~ganize the memory such th~t the more.rele .. 
vant aspects. of the stimuli will be report~d, accuratel:y. 
Different types of perceptual set experi111ents have been conquct~d, 
in Russf.-a by ,D, , N. _Uznadze (Hl66) o Set in his experiments is a mani"'.' 
festation, of-the testing situation itself and is not induced by instru'7-
tions (adval)ced information) ,in the manner mentioned above. For ex-
ample, two balls of. different volume (size) are placE1d in the ~·s hands, 
and he judges. the size of the _two objects. After a sel,'ies of such pro.,. 
cedures (called the "fixing" or "setting" experiment), the Sis given, 
two balls of equal.volume. The ·response is .invariably that one of the· 
objects is large~. Uznadze argues that when a task ("need,'') and a 
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situati9n •for its ,completion is ,pres~nted, "a specific st:ate develops, 
in the. subject which may be .de~cril?e.d as a tende~cy; an inclination,. or 
a, state of preparati9n for the ,performall:ce of the .act capable of satis-
fying this need" , (p. 203) .. Set is an internal state which is directive 
' ' . I ; 
on the. dYn<itmics of tbe mind,, a:q.d, is ,reflecteQ. by preparation for a def-
inite activity. 
In the area of learning, "expectation" is commonly used to des~ribe 
a guiding factor.of the mental processes. Mowrer (1940) usec;l this term 
in an experi~ent involving react:ion times to measure the influence of 
set, Subjects.were instructed t9 release.a qutton ':'hen atone,came on; 
the occurrence of this tone wa~ generally at,twelve second intervals 
except for test tl;'ials where the.tone occul;'red.before or after twelve 
seconQ.s ~ Mowrer obt<itined a "curve of expectancy'' in which reaction 
times were loi:ig,er on either side of the twelve second m.ark. He pGsttt-
lated a. decline in readiness or. expectation on the §_' s part after each 
trial until the perceived point in time when the tone would occur again~ 
In personali~y as~essment, set has generally .been used to de~cribe 
any res:pcms(f bia$ or preconceptions, a subject brings into the laboratory, 
with him. Its effect is the various response styles a subject U$es in 
taking a personality test. 
A distinction was made between set induced e~perimentally, as that 
cre~teQ. by instructions ·in perceptual experiment$, and, set which is a 
' - , I 
manifestation of the testing situation i t:self (Uznadze 's experiments}. 
Any attel!lPt·to.isolate the influence of set.on the mental processes. 
should stem from a study of, experimentally induced set, Expe:riments · 
which ipduce set as a guiding factor .in the. handling of spec~fic tq.sk 
l;'equirements offe~ wel~ defined s~tuations in which.to isqlate the. 
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influei;ice of set. Studies illustrating such al) appr<?acb are given 11ext. 
A Survey of InQ.uced, Set Studies . 
One factor that can .influe.nce memqrization of m.aterials ,is the 
knowledge or,anticipation .of·future,task demands placed on a.subject. 
In a study,by.Pollack, Johns~m, and Kn~ff (1959), the auditory ,presen-
tation of digit, lists of known, length, or of unknown length in· a back-
warQ. memory task pr0d,uc~d: differe1'ces in recall performance. For mes- . 
' ' , .. • ', ' , I \ 
sage lengths of fifteen i terns or mc;>i;e, the digit spans for the "kno\\'n" 
conditions .were cons~stently greater than the "nmnii;ig digit spans'' 
(number of i terns correGtly. recalled in the "running memory. task" - the 
' ; ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
task \\'ith unkJ).own digit length). The results were attributed to differ-
ences in behavioral (rehearsal) strategy of the material in an atten:ipt 
to fil1d a-suitable method of •retention f<;>r each task. 
A. stuc;ly by Kay and Poulton-. (1951) a1so obtained: results suggesting 
differences in.memorization techniques. The S's task was to memortze 
- , ' . "., 
eight .display i terns (positions of directional arro\\'s}. In condi tiqn A, 
th.e first .four. items were to be learned and recalled, then the next 
four, Another conditioi;i (C) required tl}e ~to le~rn all. eight~ then 
recall them in, serial orqer .. In both' cases, ~ ki:1ew the tasJ<: tha_t was. 
to be,perfo~ed. Two other con4iqons,were such that.~did not;kn.ow 
duri.~g the learning of the i terns \\'hat the recall _proced,ure would be; 
all. eight i terns had to be learned, but .in condition B2 i te!I\s 5-& were 
to be recalled first, t~en 1-4, while ,in conqit:i,.on B1 serial ord,er was 
required, 
A typical result is _seen in comparison of·conditi,qns,B1 anc\ C. 
Here, th.e tasks _were .exact}y the same, each c<;mdi tion difforing only to 
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the ,extent that in C the 2_ ki:iew the recall task, whe,reas in B1 the task 
was made known after the presentation of ,the items had already taken 
place, The percentage of correctly recalled display i terns for each 
serial position in conditicm ,C followecj a typiq1.l U-s}:iapec;l, cm;·ve with 
performance gradually diminishing ove+ positions except for a sharp in-
crea~e at item 8,· The domin1µlt rise in the performance curve for B1 
was .. at item 5~ which was .followed· by a steady decline through item $, 
Due, to these differences in .the serial position curves, the authors 
reasoned that memorization techniques differ.ed in response to the know-, 
ledge or antic~pation of when and how recall was· to tak~ place; that- is, 
a "prepi;irator.y set" had been established· directing the. memory preqes~es, 
"The end determines the manner of memo~i:Zation ..• Anticipation of how 
the learned material will be utilized is· one of t}:ie va:riables affecting 
the mental set of the subject" (Kay an~ Poul ton, 1951:, p, 38), 
Hinrichs (1968) tested the effect of pre- and p9st7stimulus cuing 
on recall performance for two different types of tasks (either recalling 
in the same order as presentation, or .recalling in backward order), 
Randomly arranged, sequences of the digits 1-9 were pre~ented, b:r.tape. 
record,er.to Ss who-received eith~r the word "foriyard" or "backw,ard" just 
before,or after stimulus presentation, It was argued that differences 
which might be found in.serial position curves .between the pre- and 
post-cuing conditions would reflect different ·strategies undertaken in 
order to meet the demand~ of the specific task situation, 
It was found that when the subject .was cued before presentation of 
t}:ie digits'· better recall occurreq for the forward order task than for 
the backward demands, However, whei;i the.subject did not know until 
after st.imuU presei;i.tation what· the required order would be, 
7 
significantly qifferent performance did not result between.· the forward 
I • - '. \ 
and backward tasks; Because of .the failure to obtain fo:rward order 
superiority in the post-conditions, the strategies ':Vhkh took place to 
deal with the digits under the pre-stimulus condition mignt not haye 
been the s~e as those.for the post-stimulus condition. 
The three stu4ies cited above indicate that.differences in perfonn-
ance result from differences ·in·. knowledge of tGt.sk requirements, How-
ever, in orde:r. to determine m.ore preci~elr the influence -of set on t}:ie 
behavioral strategy of dealing with stimuli~ a useful methodological 
" ,. ' ' . 
approaGh would be one which allows measurement while ~preparatory set 
is guiding the·. lea~ing, ·thus· al lowing for a more· immed~ate anq direct. 
data sour~e. This idea of dealing with the "0" instead of the "R'' in a 
S-0-R paragigm was .. suggested earlier· by Mowrer . (1940). He i:trgued that 
the reaction time index, as well as other measures, has the ,defect of 
\ . ' . ' ' '- ' , ' 
not proviC;iing ,"a means \:"hereby the cou:rse of this phenomer10n [ expecta-. 
tioill ca11 .be continuously followed in a single, individu~l ·subject" 
(p, 28) , The technique of pupi llometry was use.d to observe whether 
different e~coding strategies wou~d·result from gifferent se~s induced 
experimentally.· 
The Technique 
A study by.Hess .and Polt U964) was responsible for creatiJ?,g inter-. 
' . . 
est in the .P';!Pil as a possible .index of cognitive procE1s.sing. These 
investigators pre~e.nted mul tiplica~io~ problems .of varying gifficul,ty 
t0 their subjects; It was r~asoned that the rn,ore difficult .problems. 
wquld result in greater.mental acVvity, and interest was cen1(:ered on 
':Vhether pupil s~z:e woul<;l reflect such di:f;ferences; For all proqlems, · 
the pupii increased slowly in size after presentation, and reached a 
peak just before the answer \Vas given. Greater dilation was observed 
to the more,difficult problems (16 X 23~ as,compared t() 8 X 13, for 
example), i:1nd hence the authors :felt that there.is a close correlation 
8 
between pupillary changes ·~nd problem difficulty. They concluded that, 
"the pupil response will prove to,be a valuable tool in the study of 
problem-solving and other me~tal processes~ which have to date been 
largely. a matter of subject~ ve responses on the part of the subject" 
(pp.· 1191-1192). 
Kahnema.n and Beatty· (1966) further substantiated the fact that 
' .__ ' ' ' ' ·, 
pupil diameter varies with the cognitive load on.a subject at any giVE)J1 · 
moment. Pupil dilation increased during the ,presentation of a list of 
words ·or digits to be memorized (loadin~ phase). It was also found that. 
the pupil di.lation for words ,was great~r than that for digits .. Recall 
of the words ,or digits resulted in a cqnstricti,on o:f the pupi 1 (unload-
ing pha~e), which was.interpreted a~ a decrease in,rehearsal load. 
Further:more, the pupillometric index is a very sensitive measure 
of mental processing, as .shown in a study by Simpson and H.ale (1969). 
The.ir tasks . .apparently requireg little ,in the way. of cognitive effort, 
yet the.measure distinguished cognHive activity during the foreperiod 
to a mQtor reaction task which invo.lved a simple decision, from cogni-
ti'(e activity in the foreperiod to a simila~ task which required no 
c;lecision. This sensitivity was.also demonstrated by Paivio and Simpson 
(1966) who foun(l that .Ss who were required to form mental images to 
b<;>th 'abstract·and concrete words gave more dilation to.the abstract 
'l\'.Ords. Presll!Ilal?ly, the attempt·to create an.image for a word such as 
saqness required more "attention" by the S than a word such as candy, 
9 
and this increased cognitive effort resulted in greater dilati<;>n.. Fi-
nally, Beatty and_Kahneman,(1966) found greater dilation to a long-term 
memory, task in wh~ch Eis were to respond with a previously memori z. ed 
, ' . ' _, ' ' ' ' 
telephone number upon cue present~tion, than to a short-term memory 
task in which a telephone nUil)ber of simila,.r length was·presented to the. 
S for im~ediate recall. 
~radshaw (Hl68) fotind that subjects .responded \1ith qifferent levels'. 
of di lati<;m to task.s which va,.ried in manipulated difficult:y, Sequences 
of.three items (digits or letters) were presented via earphones.to ~s 
who, were engaged in a contin14ous processing task. Task difficulty was 
manipulq.ted by varying the .rate of stimulus presentation (80 items/ 
minute, or 40 i tell\s/minute), an_d the n~ber of decisions required in 
the.task: the "easy" task involved digits and requi:red a buttqn-
p:i;-essing response if the first and third digits in· th~ sequenc~ "'.ere 
the sanie, or if the second digit was an odd numb~r; the "hard" task in-
vol"l(ed ·letters and required a button-pressing response, (right hand) if 
the.first letter was greate~ alphabetically than the third letter:, or 
if the second letter: was ,a '(OWel; a press.ing of a button in the left 
hand wa~ required if the second letter was greater alphabetically than 
the third, Each S received all four, tasks, The res14lts ,indicated that 
in terms .of average pupil diameter for each condition (that is, one 
mean value for each condition}, both the faster prese:Q.tation rate anc1 · 
the greater processing load (''h.ard") were significant contributors to 
increased pupil size. Thus, manipulated task difficulty was.reflected 
by differential dilation, 
It seems that the type of activity tha.t is _monitored by the pupil 
during mental activity is activation of the-sympathetic nervous system. 
10 
A study by Kahneman, Tursky, Shapiro, and Crider (1969) showed that. 
pupillary, heart rate, and skin resistance measures effectively indi-
cated differential increases in activity due to loading and processing 
of stimul:i.. during tasks of varying difficulty. "Although the.energy re~ 
quirements whieh mental activity imposes on the organism are minimal, 
l~rge and precisely modulated autonomic changes are associated with 
such activity" (p. 166) . 
The neurophysiological basis for pupil size is innervation of the 
iris by the autonomic nervous system (Adler, 1959; Loewenfeld, 1966). 
The sphincter pupillae muscle of the iris is innervated by the para-
sympathetic third cranial nerve. Parasympathetic stimulation causes 
constriction of this muscle, and results in a smaller pupillary aper-
ture. On the other hand, the dilator pupillae of the iris is supplied 
by sympathetic fibers. Stimulation of these fibers causes contraction 
of the dilator pupillae, and also causes muscle tone inhibition of the 
sphincter as well, Such inhibition may result from postulated, sympa-
thetic inhibitory fibers which also innervate the sphincter (Adler, 
1959), or from inhibitory influences on the Edinger-Westphal (oculo-
motor) nucleus, which is· .. the controlling site for parasympathetic fibers 
of the third cranial nerve .CLoewenfeld, 1966). The inhibition would 
"quiet" activity in the.efferent parasympathetic connections from this· 
nucleus to the sphincter. The result of sympathetic influence is dila~ 
tion of the pupil. To be noted is that the efferent sympathetic path-
way to the dilator muscle of the iris is believed to be under the con-. 
trol of cortico-thal~ic-hypothalarnic!mechanisms (Loewenfeld, 1966). 
ll 
Task-Set and Pupi Uometry 
The above studies indicate that the pupillometric index is a sen-
sitive indicator of mental activity. If set doe~ influence cognitive 
processing, differences irt autonomic activity should be monitored by 
the pupil. In orqer tQ demonstrate empirically se,t and its influence, 
this thesis .employed an ex~erimentally induced set situation which 
would allow the inducement of differeJ?.t sets within a given su9ject by 
va:i;-ying certain aspects of a task situation.. The pupillometric tech-
nique should be able to measure, the effect of set by. tracking the mental 
act;ivity ass~ciated with the proces~ing of stimuli as they are presented 
under the various conditions. 
A pupillometric study by Kahn.eman, Onuska, and Wolmc;i.n (1968) sug-
gested the task~situations to be u,sed in this thesis. The investigators 
preqicted that rehearsal of a nine-digit string would vary accQrding to 
t~e form of presentation of these strings; and that the pupillometric 
index W:Ot\ld be able to.distinquish effectively the mode of rehearsal. 
They found that presentation of.the digits in an equally spacetj,, un-
grouped manner c~used a linear. type increase in dilation with each digit 
heard, and reflected a "cumulative and repetitive" type of :i;-ehearsal. 
A presentation of the digits in three sets of three caused no major in-
creases .. in pupil size while the digits were presented; however, a sig-
nificant rise in diameter ocGu,rred after presentation of the ninth dig~ 
it; suggesting a pulling-together splurge of activity - rehearsal here 
was "intenni ttent and non-repetitive," occurrin_g at the pauses between 
groups and confining itself to the group last. he~rd. 
This.study thus showed the pupillometric response to be a useful 
indicator of rehearsal mode as a function of the tri'e of. stimulus 
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presentation. A proceduJ;'e which might a1so cause differe11tial methods 
of enc9dJng an<;l rehearsal of stimuli during .their presentq.tion would be 
one in which the subject .• kne~ befo:i:-e the presentation what the, task. re-
quirements would, be - the ,instnictions ,would induce a. task-set, a spe-
cial form of preparedness to handlE!. the stimuli, and the effect of set. 
should be represeI).tec;l by di.fferential pupillometric responses basec). on 
different strategies of encoding. 
Such a pl;'ocedure is well suited for pupillometry if different task-
sets aI,"e represeI).ted by various degrees. of sympathetic ar9usal. There· 
. . . ' . ,. 
are various lines of evidence indicq.ting that instructions do create 
a.utcmomic arousa~, and that such activity can be measuJ;"eq via the ,pupil-
lometric ii:idex .. Johnson and Campos. (1967), using tq.sks involving arith-
metic problel)ls, informed the S before stimulus presentation whether or 
not he woulc,l have to verbalize how he solved the problem upon. completiqn 
of .. it. Acceleration effects of both hear~ rate and skin conductance 
measures were noted in those trials requiring verbalization. The re-
sul ts \\fere summarized in the following manner: 
... all physiological measurements we:re taken before. the 
Ss actually reported thei.r 'experiences. Despite this, 
the instructional variation has·in every case accounted 
for a very· lg.rge and highiy · .. reli.able proportion of. th.e 
variation in the physiological measures. It becomes · 
quite clear that rather simple instructional or set 
variables can influen~e these responses and clearly 
override other factors ·such as the mc;>dality, affective 
t;oI).e and complexity of the stimulus, and direction of· 
attention. This finding clearly indicates.that such 
instru,ctional effects . are e~tre1Ilely strong and should 
be carefully dealt with in all psychophysiological re-
search (p. 149). 
In digit transformation tasks uti.lized by Kahneman, Peavler, and 
Onuska (1968, Experiment II), Ss \4[ere :required to add either 1 or 0 to 
each .of four digits and respond with the appropriate values after the 
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digits had been presented.· One of two levels of incentive in the ,form. 
of a small monetary reward was used with each transformation task. In-
structions indicating the task and ~ount of incentive began each trial. 
During the .latter part of a pause interval which followed the instruc-
tions, and during the periqd when the digits were preseT).ted, the pupi1-
11:1ry response to the more difficult task. (add".'l) was greater than that 
to the add-0 task. These results ,were indep~ndent of amount of incen-
tive (the higher level of incentive did produce, howe¥er, a slightly 
greater response to the add-0 during presentation}. Thus, anticipated 
task difficulty ,distinquished i tse1f shorqy ·after t~e instructions. 
Finally, a.study by Clark (1970) showed that the pupillary response 
t0 short"l'tenn memory tasks .does .effectively indicate ch,anges in.cogni-
tive processing which are caused by instruct~onal variations concerning 
task requirell).ents, Ss were presented auditorially a list of digits, 
followed a few seconds later by a probe digit. A cue just before ,the 
probe,instructeq the~ whether or not he would have to decide if the 
digit was a ,member of .the preceding sequence. A between-S variable was 
the added task of recall; half the ~s were informed that they would 
have to recall on every trial, while the ,other half was ,not given this 
memory requirement. It .was found that significantly greater dilation 
occu:r:red during digit presentation by those subjects who had to re~all, 
than by those ,who did not. Also, \\'hen Ss were instructed that a probe 
decision was requited, greater dilation occurred following the cue as · 
compared to. the trials when Ss ,were informed, th.at .no probe decision was 
' - . . 
necessary. This.pupil dilation to the task reqi.dring a,"search" by the 
~ -through the previously heard list of digits resulted even when no re-
call was demanded. Presum1:1bly, a search requirement caused a rapid 
rehearsal of the.digit string. 
Such influences of ,task-instruct:ions on sympathetic arousai and· 
prepa:ratlon \\'ere used in this th es.is to study set and its e~fects ·on 
reception and processing of simple sets of stimuli. 
Statement. of Hypotheses 
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The major question being investigated in this st:udr was whether 
knowledge of future task requirements would. change ·the manner in which 
one processes a digit, string while it. is being .pres~nted. The basic 
task involved attending to a string of five digits J.. and. reacting to a 
probe i tern shortly thereafter. Different tas.ks were created, by varying 
the requirement of aIJ. interpolatecj. task and/or a recall tas,k in addition. 
to this basic search task. It was hypothesized that instructions at 
the beginniIJ.g of .a trial would induce distinct sets which would selec-
tively guid~ the ,strategy used.to deal with the digits. Specifically 1 
it was felt that the differential difficulty imposed by the ,various 
task-situations·would result. in differential cognitive effort during 
presentation, which in turn.woulci be reflected in the size of t}J.e pupil. 
The main d,istinctfons imposed by.· the tasks .were the amount of opportu-
nity for rehearsal of the .digi t:s, and whether: rec al 1 'ias required. One: 
basis fo:r; different mental acti\Tity in the .tasks may be linked to re"7 
hea:rsal (see the l\ahneman 1 Onuska, and Wolman, 1968, study discussed in 
the previous section). In the condition requiring both the.interpolated 
task.and recall (IT-Recall), and.in the interpolated task-no recall 
situation (IT-No Reca~l), rehearsal would be prevented during .the period 
following presentation of the digits (see Peterson and Pete~son, 1959}; 
encoding and, sto:r;age wou+d have to take.place quring the presentation of, 
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the digits,~ as there would be no time for rehearsal afterwords. 
Th,e no interpolated task-recall .(No IT-Recall), and no interpolated 
task-no recall (No IT-No Recall) condition~ were expected to she>w lesser 
dilations becaus~ no activity wa,s required after presentation, .and this 
time before the probe could· be used . for rehearsal. 
It was also expected that (IT-Recall) deil}ands would impose greater 
cognitive effort on the§_ than would the (IT-No Recall} requirements,; 
ancl that larger .pupillary dilations would therefore occur during sti.muli 
presentation under the former condition .. 
The recall demarn;ls of. the (No IT-Recall) situation likewise were 
expected to c~use more proc~ssing during stimuli presentat~on tJ:ian 
would the (No IT-No RecaU) task. These, two si,tuations offered a fur-
ther coil}parison, in that they allowed for the possibility of ,distin-
quishing between "recall memory'.' and. "reco~ni ti, on memory'' on the basis 
of.how theS hanc;lles material during its presentatiOn., 
' - < ' , 
One.other interval in which diffe~ential dilations were expected 
~as .. a pause pe:dod which occurred, betwe.en the instructions and, the first 
digit. It is here that the different.instructions should first produce 
differential "menta~ preparations"; It was,hypothesizeQ. that differ-
ences occurring in this period would selectively reflect the proposeq, 
, \ . ' ' ' . 
difficuity associated with the instructions ,for each task. 
An.other f~ature of the proposed experiment would . be· to see w:hether 
Ss change their .cognitive stl;'ategies on a second-to-second basi.s. 
Toward this·end the present experiment employed a completely.within-S 
d,esign. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY . 
Subjects 
Thirteen subjects (Ss) were obtained from undergradua,.te psychology 
,· . - . ' '-
classes c;lur~ng a summer session at Oklahoma State University. Ten Ss 
were given a few e:ictra poirits toward their .. final course grade . as ··an. 
inducement for participation; three additional · Ss were run . to reRlace 
three of the original ten when it was discovereq. that an error.in use 
of the photographic equipment resulted in film unfit for data collec-
ti on; these three §.s received two dollars E:)ach for participation.; The 
pupillometric data, then, were based.on ten §_s, five males. and five 
females. 
The following restrictions were required of the §.s: tha~ they (1) 
be right-handed, (2) have at least 20/30 vision without the aid of 
glasses or contact· lenses, and. (3) possess eyes· that are ligh:t ·in color 
(e.g. blue, etc.), Restriction (2) was to ensure that the S would be 
able to fixate properly and comfortably on a distant fixation point, 
and, restriction (3) was for photographic purposes - light irises provide 
a more c;listinct pupil to iris contrast on film, and thereby allow a 
more accurq.te measurement of ·pupil diameter. 
1.C. 
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Apparatus 
The basic eq1;1ipment w~ed to obtain the pupillometric recorcj.s con-
sisted of a pupillometer and a 16 mm. motion picture camera. The pupil-
lometer was a rectangular wooden box with dimensions of 22 1/2" x 
22 1/2" x 48 1/2". The front end was.equipped with chin rest and sta-
tionary eyepiece. The back end consisted of .a ~ear projection screen 
(polyethylene covering), an.d a .fixation-cross·. (3/4" high; 1/4" arms) 
positioned in the .center. The inside .was painted flat black. 
A Beaulieu R,16 movie camera was mounted on the right s~cj.e of the. 
pupi].lometer;, the .camera wa~ equipped with a Vemar 135 mm. f/2.8 tele-
photo lens,. a Vemar "C" mount adapter, and·30 mm. of extension tube, 
Camera speecl ~as c~librated .to 2 frames/seconcj., and to ensure,constant. 
speed throughout the experiment, the.camera's separate power supply \'fas 
connecteq to a .. voltage stabilizer (Raytheon VR6114)-powerstat (Superior. 
. ' ' ' . 
Electric Co., Type ·.116). The· filiµ .was Kodak Double-:)( Negative, Type 
7222. 
A half-silvered mirror was situated inside the pupillometer at a 
45 degree angle .from th~ §.'s line of vision to the camera. The posi";' 
tioning .al lowed §. a view of. the rear of the .box, . and also allowed a 
reflected imag~ of the right eye to. strike the lens system. 
The experiment took place in a large, air-conditioned room with a 
normq.l level of lighting (ambient level of 100 ft-c at S's eye leve+ 
when seated; windows were cover~d with alumin1;llll foil in orde~ to control 
for changes in e:x;ternal light levels). Illumination inside the pupil-
lometer was provided by a projector fitted with a zoom lens and, a blank 
slide; a 30 cm .. x 30 cm. area was projected onto the rear projection 
screen. Illumination at.S's eye was approximately 13 ft-c. 
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Materials. were presen.ted over a tape record.er (Uher R,oyal de .Luxe) 
equ:i,pped ~itb, heacl.phoI}eS fqr the§.• Also cqrinected with the tape re-'-
c9~der was ,a sound-operated r~lay , (G:rason-Stadler, .Model E7300A-J,, modi.:. 
fied with a latching relay). This relay (normally open) was in circuit 
with a .Hunter Klockounter (Model 120A), A two-way toggle switc~ (nor-
mally clo~ed) located at the .lower right-hand side of the pupillometer. 
was also in coi:inection with the Klockounter. CaII\era.operation ~as .. con-, 
trolled by the ,sounci-operated relay on the tape recorder. A cue was 
p~aced, on.one channel of the tape, and a,connection to.the camera al-
lowed for.remote control start·and stop functioning via th,is cue. 
Stimu],us Material 
From a,table of r~ndom digits, forty, fiv:e-digit.sequence~ were 
selected with the restri.cti,ons .that: (1) no. <;ligi t was to appear more 
than once in a ,sequence, (2} that.the forty sequences were to be differ-. 
ent from ol).e anqthe:i;-, and (3) that o~dered pattems such a~ l-3-5-7-9, 
8-7-'6-5~4, etc. were to be excluded. Zero wa~ not used as a digit. 
These digit sequences were.then. randomly.assigned to one of the 
four task conditions, such that ten.occurred in each. Further, five of 
each of tbe ten sequenc~s ·were.· randomly selected for use ,on a positive 
probe. trial (the probe digit being one of the preceding five}; the 
prqbe consisted of a digit .from one of the .five ·serial positions such 
that each position was represented with equal fre,quency .. For the other 
five trials of each condition, a negative probe digit (a digit tli.at was· 
not one,of the preceding five) \\'as·randomly selected for use. 
Then, an order of presentation for the forty trials was randomly 
dete~ined with the.rest:ricti,on tl;iat no condition qccur,twice in a.row. 
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Such a procedure was adopted in order to deter~ine .whether §_s would 
change their cognitive strategies on a,second~to-second basis. A dif-
ferent random order was used for each half of the§_ pool. 
Twenty of the trials required the IT task, and one letter from a 
pool of twenty was randomly assigned to these trials (W was e~cluded 
because it.is not monosyllable, and B, D; E, I, and P were excluded in 
order to prevent acoustic confu,sabili ty}. 
The trials were tape recorded. The timing of stimulus events 
during recording was accomplished by keeping pace with the dial of a 
Hunter Klockounter set at a one second interval. Precauti.ons . wer'e taken 
to account for vari~tions in timing that may.have occurred in the taping 
of the vaTious trials; these prqcequres are. described in the last sec-
tion of this .chapter.. A tape of sixteen practice trials was composed, 
which cpnsisted, of .a random arrangeme~t of-four.trials of each condi-
tion; none of these five-digit sequences appeared in the experimental 
tri.als, 
Experimental Des.igr,i 
In order to determine whether different induced sets would be rep-
resented by differential degrees of cognitive processing, as indexed.by 
the pupill1:1,ry response, a.within-subjects design was employed which 
con~isted of the four tasks of varying difficulty. Set was induced by 
info:nning the §_ of task demands before .presentation of the stimuli, anc;l 
degree of diffic:ulty was manipulateq by the int~pyolated task and/or. 
recall tas.k combinations .. 
Tw.o bet~een-S variables ~ere manipulated in. this, experiment - ord,er 
(two different orders of the forty trials), and toggle switch movement. 
A predetermined ran<;lom.arrangement pl~ced five §.s with one tape, and 
five with the ·Qther; also,, half of the Ss were i.nstructed to indicat~ 
the.presence.of a :positive probe.by throwing the switch to the right, 
while th.e qther half were instructed to .move. the lever. to the left to 
indJcate a positive probe. · A ca1.'d ind,icating the p~oper directional 
movements was tapeq above the toggle.switch to remind the S of the. 
pattern. 
P:r;-ocec:J,ure 
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Ss were first checked for uncorrected vision of at least 20/.30 as, 
determined by the Snellen Eye Test, They were then seated before the 
• ' . ' I 
pupillometei,-, and instructions (see Appendix A) were played to them 
over headphones. During .this time, the .Ss were free to look inside the 
pupillometer an.d become familiar ~ith it. 
Next followed the series of sixteen practice trials to acquaint 
the §.s with the four different tasks. No filming occurred during these 
trials, 
Before the forty experimental trials were presented, a small ID 
ca:r;-4 ~i tl). the ,proper §_ number was photographed on the leading. frames of 
a given §_' s film. Trials were sepi;irated by the ,exposing of two .blank 
frames at the .end of each tri.al. 
The order of events during a trial was as follows:. S first heard, 
the \\'Ord READY, which indicated tl)at he was. to position his head proper-
ly in.the apparatus; three seconds later, the \\'Ord START was heard, and 
,- ' ' ' . ' . . .· ' ' 
was fo1lowec:J, by .a five second period of filming; then brief .verbal in-
structions ,were,given ~hi<i;h in£ormed the S of the .task demands for that 
given trial. If both IT and, Recall were required, §.heard the words 
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"Letter, Re~all" at this tiil1e; likewise, "Letter, No Recall", "No 
Letter, Recall", or ''No Letter, No Recall" were,place,d on.the appropri-
ate trials. The instructions took two seconds, and were followed by a 
four second pause period', Then th.e five digits were pre~ented at a one 
secoi;ic;l interval; If the IT task wer.e to. take place, a J;'a~domly selected 
letter of the alphabet occurred one second afte~·the last digit. The 
task requireq the S to recite the alphabet1as rapidly as possible begin-
n,ing with this letter .. This, activity ,was to continue until th~ probe· 
digit was heard five seconds .later. S was to indicate whether this. 
- '· I 
digit was .one of the preceding five by throwing a toggle switch in the 
proper dire<;:tion, .as soon as he made his decision. The onset of the 
probe, tripped the voice-:i;-elay (sensitivit):" of the relay was at.E's con-
trol), an.d st~rted the Hunter K,lockounter. S's thr<?wing of the toggle 
switch st9pped the Klock,ounter. If recall was to occur, it took place 
immediately after the proJirn decision. This task required the .§...to re.,. 
port verb ally to the E_ the five digits. previously heard; free recall 
was al lowec1, The E wrote .. down.S's recal 1, copied the ,RT to· the probe, 
J;'eset the Klockounter, exposed tw:o frames, and thet). presented the next 
trial, 
Filming began \'.'ith the word START and continued through\the last 
cligi L An accl,lrate correlation of stimulus events w~th filniing was · 
made po~sible by the camera-to.,.tape rec0rder connection. Cues which 
controlled camera operatio~ ,were .placed appropriately on one channel of 
the tape,. The five second baseline period toc;ik place on every trial, 
because as Woodmansee (1966) has pointed out, basal levels do not neces-
sarily remain .at the same values throughout an experiment; an "arousal. 
decreil1ent effect" due to boJ;'ed,om, random thoughts, etc .. can change this 
level.. To con,trol for such cha~ges, pupil measurements for analysis 
were in the form of.deviations·from the mean baseline value for that 
given tr~al. 
Scoring of Film 
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The p~oce~sed film w.as. projected onto a screen such that, the image 
was ten times its actual size., Pupil .diameter was then measured frame· 
by, frame with a millimeter. ruler to the nearest millimeter. Some frames 
were not measurable because of eye bli.nks or eye movement. Such frames 
account~q for approximately 11% of the 12,800 frarnes ·scored (this per-:-
centage was the same for each of the four conditions). 
In order to ensure an accurate correlation of each sti~ulus event 
on the tape with its proper frames, a Digital Clock (M.arietta Apparatus 
Co.) controlled by the sound-operated re+ay on the tape recorder was 
used to time e.ach event on ·.each. trial. ThE:} correct frames were deter-
mined by multi plying time by. camera speed. . In this manner, ten. frames· 
we:re assigned to the baseline period, four to the instructions,, eight 
to the pause interval, and, two frq.mes , to each digit, for a. tot a+ of 
thirty-two per .. tri~l .. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Pupillometric Data 
The pupiLdi)ations during the Instruction, Pause, and Digit seg-
ments are displayed in Figure 1 for each of the four conditions. Each 
' ' I ' 
point on the graph represents the ,average deviation from baseline for 
the ten subj.ects. The actual values are given in Appendix B. The val-. 
ues used f9r each subject in the analyses of variance discussed below 
were the average deviations of the ten trials for each condition, In 
all statistical analpes, the .05 level was adopted as the minimum for 
an effect to be considered significant. 
Instructions Segment (Frames 11-14) 
· TJ:l,e ·results of the AOV are presented in Table I. In this analysis, 
aIJ.d in the analyses discussed in the follo~ing two subsections,· the 
variables of interest were Frames (number of levels varied), Recall 
\ . ' ' 
(2 levels), and Interpolated Task (2 levels), as well as, the various, 
interactions·. During this two .. second interval, the only significant 
effect turned out to be that due to Frames· (F; E. < • 01), and is . re-
fl.ected b~ the up~ard t retfd in. Figure · 1. The other . variables of Recal 1 
(R} ~ Int~rpolated Task (IT}, and the interactions did not approach, sig-
nificance. 
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Figure L Pupil Response . to the Inst, ructions, Pause~ and Digit Segm~nts. Each value is 
based on the mean of tens~~ Following the last digit were.the (No) IT, 
probe, and (No) recall phases of the .t:r;ial. · N 
.i::. 
TABLE l 
AOV OF AVERAGE. PUPIL RESPONSE TO INSTRUCTIONS 
Source. 
Total 
S-ubj ects 1 (S) 
Frame$ (F} ', 
SF 
Recall (~) 
SR 
Int., Task (I) 
SI 
FR 
SFR 
FI 
SFI 
RI 
SRI. 
FRI 
SFRI· 
df 
159 
9 
3 
27 
1 
9 
1 
9 
3 
27 
3 
27 
1 
9 
3 
27 
SS 
0.68983 
0.12517 
0.18385 
0.08306 
0.01395 
0.03474 
0.00001 
0.03220 
0.00249 
0.05234 
0.00289 
0.03674 
0.00001 
0.08.134 
0.00263 
0.03841· 
MS 
0.01391 
0.06128 
0.00308 
0.01395 
o .. Q03S6 
0.00001 
0.00358 
0.00083 
0;00194' 
0.00096 
0.00136 
0.00001 
0.00904 
0.00088 
0.00142 
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pl 
**.* 19.896 
3.614 
0.003 
0.428 
(9.706 
0.0©1 
0.620 
1Individual erro~ tenns (inc\ent~cl} were used in each f..:.ratio. For 
the NeWlllan-Keuls tests . (see .text), all error terms except SF were 
pooled together. Significance levels .for all taqles ,are represented by 
the following: '*** = £. < .01; ** = E. < .025; * = E. < .os. 
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Pause Segment (Frames 15-22) 
Frames was a significant variable'(£. < .,01) during this four second 
period, as were the main effects .. of R and IT, E. < • 025 in both cases. 
No interactions ~e:r;e significant. Table II contains the analysis. 
In order to determine the distinctivel)e.s.s of each of the four 
curves, a Newman ... K.euls multiple, comparison ,test, (with .E. level set at 
. Ol) was perforined on the ove:r;all mean , of the eight fr~es , for each sub-
condition. The·results indicate that the average dilation for the (IT-
R) condition was significantly ·greater than the .other thr~e, and that 
both the (IT-No R) and (No IT""R) conditions were not-different from one 
another, but were greater than the,(No IT-No R) condition. 
Disit Phase (Frames 23-32) 
The AOV for the Digit segment is presented in Table III. · The vari-
ables of F; R, an4 IT were significan~ during this five sec,ond period 
(all E. < .01}. Also, the Frames·X Recall interaction was significant 
(£. < • 01) and is sketched in, Figure · 2, . The rate of increase in the 
pupillary response is greate:r;" ,for recall tha11 for no recall. The Recall 
X IT int~rac1;ion approached-significarn;:e·(F = 4.575; 1,9 df; 5.12 needed 
for .E.. < ,05}; 
Again, the Ne\l]lilan-Keuls tests (E_lev~l set at .01} were carried 
out on the data for the Digit'phase, and the overall means of the ten 
frames.for each condition were tested against each other. The same 
trend found for the Pause phase held here: IT-R greater than the 
others, and IT-No R and No IT-R each greater than No IT-No R but not 
different from each other. 
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TABLE II 
AOV OF AVERAGE PUPIL RESPONSE TQ PAUSE 
Source df SS MS F 
Total 319 2.63850 
Subjects (S) 9 1.00648 0, 11183 
*** Frames (F) 7 0.147 32 o. 02105 7.234 
SF 63 0.18311 0.00291 
** Recall (R) 1 0.14770 0 .14770 9.225 
SR 9 0.14412 0.01601 
Int. Task (I) 1 0.19086 0.19086 9 .808 **. 
SI 9 0 .17514 0.01946 
FR 7 0.02208 0.00315 1. 575 
SFR 63 0 .12628 0,00200 
FI 7 0.01205 0.00172 0.748 
SFI 63 0.14513 0.00230 
RI 1 0.00534 0.00534 0 .261 
SRI 9 0.18411 0.02046 
FRI 7 0.01341 0. 0019 2 0. 893 
SJ;<RI. 6~ 0.135~6 0. 00215 
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TABLE Ill 
AQV OF AVERAGE PUPIL RESPONSE TO DIGITS 
Source df SS MS F 
Total 399 7.82135 
Subjects (S) 9 1. 74543 0.19394 
*** Frames (F) 9 2.46584 0.27398 42.151 
SF 81 0.52651 0.00650 
*** Recall (R) 1 0.57501 0.57501 31.629 
SR 9 0.16360 0.01818 
*** Int. Tasl< (I) 1 0. 79977 0. 79977. 11,231 
SI 9 0.6409~ 0. 07121 
*** FR 9 0.07991 0.00888 4.879 
SFR 81 0.14724 0.00182 
FI 9. 0.01711 0.00190 1,218 
SFI 81 0.12666 0.00156 
RI 1 0.13660 0 .13660 4.575 
SRI 9 0.26871 0.029$6 
FRI 9 0.02282 0.002~4 1,954 
SFRI 81 0.10521 0.001~0 
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INSTRUCTIONS PAUSE DIGITS 
Figure 2. 
FRAM ES ( TWO PER SECOND) 
The Frames by.Recall Interaction. Th~ two conditions·requiring recall of the 
digits were averaged together, as were the two conditions which required no 
recall of the digits. The interaction is significant during the digit phase. N 
l.O 
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Baseline Averages 
Table IV contains the average baseline values of the ,ten trials in 
each conciition for each subject. The data indicates that a given .§_'s 
basal level remained. fairly constant from one condition to the next. 
An AOV (Table V) snows that neither the main effects of IT and R, nor 
. . . 
tije IT X R interaction were significant. 
Secondary Response Measurements 
Results of data discussed here are summarized in Table VI. 
Reaction Times . 
The means of the RTs to the probe (P) digit are given in Table VI 
for each condition. An analysis of variance (Table VII) found the 
effect of IT significant (~ < • 025), as well as the P X R X IT intera.c-
tion (£_ < .01), whic~ is shown.,in Figure ,3, 
Decision Errors 
Table VI shows that incorrect mqvements.of the toggle switch 
occurred only in the two conditions requiring th.e Interpolated Task. 
Recall Performance 
Two conditions required verbal recall of the five digits. Free 
recall was .allowed, and each correct digit in S's response was. scored 
for the pro:per serial position, Since errors,occurred only in the IT-R 
situation, there,was some addittonal evidenc~ that sreater task diffi-
culty was produced by the Interpolated Task requirements. 
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TABL~ IV 
MEAN VALUE OF BASEL.INE PERIOD FOR EACH CONDITION 
Subject IT-Recall IT-No Recall No IT-Recall No IT-:-No R 
1 2,.9949 3.0162 2.9750 3.0421 
2 4.0804 4,0419 4. 08ll 4.0695 
3 3.0198 3.0623 3.0133 3.0016 
4 2.9389 2.9154 2.9798 2.9734 
5 2.9873 3.0398 3.0428 3.0009 
6 3.8636 3.9264 3.9638 3.8862 
7 3.0218 3.0575 3.0264 3.0754 
8 3.0024 2.9821 2.9835 3.0306 
9 3.8600 3.8292 3.8458 3.8481 
10 2.9835 3.1412 2.9860 3.0131 
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TABLE V 
AOV OF BASELINE DATA 
S0urce df SS MS F 
T0tal 39 7.43477 
~ubjects (S) 9 7.39750 0.82194 
Recall (R) 1 0.00229 0.00229 1. 789 
SR 9 0. 01155 0.00128 
Int. Task (I) 1 0.00014 0.00014 0.141 
SI 9 0.00891 0.00099 
RI 1 0 0 00117 0 0 00117 0.796 
SRI 9 0.01322 0.00147 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF SECONDARY DATA: RT TO PROBE~ DECISION ERRORS TO 
PROBE; AND RECALL. PERFORMANCE OF THE DIGITS 
IT- It-No No IT~ No IT-
Recall Recall Recall No Recall 
Mean RT to Probe (Msec) 
Positive 1343 1087 1020, lll:? 
Std. Err.M ~21 59 105 120 
Negative 1270 1388 1021 985 
Std, Err.M 120 100 88 101 
Decision Errors to Probe 12 22 0 0 
(out of 100 decisions/ 
condition) 
Recall Performance of 1 8,6 Not 1 10.0 Not 
the Digits: Mean # 2 8.6 Applicable 2 10,0 Applica~le 
correct at each serial 3 8.1 3 10.0 
position (m~t of 10 4 7.3 4 10.0 
possibl~) 5 7.8 5 10,0 
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TABLE VII 
AOV OF REACTIQN TIME TO PROBE 
Source df SS MS F 
Total 79 8. 71488 
S~bjects (S) 9 3.S5247 0. 39472 
Probe (P) 1 0.01253 0.01253 0.285 
SP 9 0.39544 0. 04394 
Recall (R) 1 o.008i2 0.00822 0.146 
SR 9 0.50548 0.05616 
** Int. Task (I) 1 1.1~741 1.12741 8. 722 
SI 9 1.16330 0.12926 
PR 1 0.07595 0.07595 3.895 
SPR 9 0.17551 0.01950 
PI 1 0.15673 0.15673 3.558 
SPI 9 0.39642 0.04405 
RI 1 Q. 04770 0. 04770 0.764 
SRI 9 (J).55331 0.06148 
~.31563 *** PRI 1 0.31563 l2.l78 
SPRI 9 (l).22950 0.02550 
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Figur.e 3. The P by R by IT . Interaction: . Mean. RT· to Probe Decision 
· as a. Function of Recall ·and Interpoiated Task · 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
Set and Processing of Stimuli 
The hypotheses stated earlier (see Introduction) were.concerned 
with the.effect which previous ~nowledge,of task requirements would 
have on the 1 processing of .common sets of stimuli during their presenta-
tion. It was reasoned that different task: requirements would cause. 
varying degrees of ":r;>reparedi:iess" to receive tl)e st~muli, a11d that time 
commitments on opportunity for rehe~rsal would invoke differe11t strate-
gies for dealing with the material. 
As is evident from Figure 1, the changes in 'pupil.size during digit 
?rese~tation separated into three, overall different levels. According 
to the Beatty (l.nd Kahneman (1966) interpretation of pupil diameter 
, I , • , , ' 
during mental tasks, the .index here was.sensitive to these different 
levels of momentary cognitive load on the subjects~ Cle1;1rly, the. 
greatest effort w1;1s exerted on those trials requiring both the inter-
polated task and :recall of the digits. Least effort occurreg in the 
co11dition requiring only a decision to a probe item. 
The (It-No Recall) and (No IT-Recall) conditions showed the same 
overall degre~ of .dilation. This lack of separation is not in lirie 
with .the original hypotheses which predicted relatively greater effort 
in.the (IT-No Recall) condition because of the lesser amount of oppor-: 
tunity for encoding of t}\e digits (there was no time available for 
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rehearsai after the last d,igit in this,condition). However, the sepa-
ration of (IT-Recall) from all the .other conditions, an.d of (IT ... No 
Recall) and (No IT-Recall) from the (No IT-No Recall) condition is in 
line with the original,expectations~ In these cases, the common s~imuli 
(five digits) were tre~ted differently durii;ig the presentation period. 
A notab,le aspect of the data shown in Figure 1 was.the separation 
during the Pause segment, There was a.gradual dilation dl;lring the )n-
struction segment for all conditions, By the first frame of Pause 
' ' 
(#lS), the curves began to diverge. The (IT-Recall) cond,ition main-
tained its high level over this four,second period, The· (IT-No Recall) 
and (No I'f-R~call) conditions showed very similar patt~rns with a slight 
de~rease over time. ·A return toward baseline occurred in the (No IT-No 
Recall) con,di,tion over this period, There is.a definite correspondence 
be~ween these lev~ls;of preparedness and the amount of.cognitive effort 
exerted during the Digit phase. ·The in~tructions appare:r:itly were.re-
sponsiqle for inducing these leve~s of preparation and subsequ~nt,pro-
cess~ng of the digits. 
The separatioi;i of conditions that occurred during the Pause and 
' ' ' . . . 
I)igit periods are.intriguing for several reasons. It will be .recalled 
t}\at.the design was,within-.Ss, anc:J that th~ conditions were arranged 
randomly such that no condition appeared. twice i:r:i a row. Rather than 
adopting an·all-out maximal strategy 1 the .§_s were shifting their.strate-
gies during 1?re5entation of the st~muli to meet the requirements .on a 
given trial; cognitive effort to the common stimuli was.simply "enough 
to get the job done''. in each case. 
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Digit Processing and Memory 
To summarize this far 1 evidence was .. presented which indicates that 
knowledge, of future. task requirements can influence, t~e way in wh.ich 
common stimuli are handl.ed during their presentation. H<;>wever 1 the 
nature of tbe processing is not known. The pupil responses to the four 
co:i;idi.tioi:is could reflect different . strategies 1 or different levels of a 
given strategy. Qnep9ssi})ility is that different types of rehearsal 
occurred. The Kahneman, .onusa,k 1 and Wolman (1968) investigation (see 
Intrqdt,\ction) ,found that rehearsal mode was eff~ctively distinguished 
by the pupillary index. The differences in dilatic;m were discl\ssed in 
terms of the greater cognitive effort.that a cumulative and repetitiv~ 
type of rehearsal necessitates as compared to an intermittent and non-
repetitive type of rehears~l. Similarly 1 different rehears.al modes 
couicl, have been responsible for the differences in the pupil responses 
during the D~git Phase. 
Al though the form of cc;igni ti ve processing can not .. be interpret eel, 
from the data 1 it seems that the Ss' treatment.of the digits was differ-
, ' ' . ~ . - . 
ent when t~eywere required to recall 1 as compared to when no recall 
was .. required. In both the (No IT-RecC1.ll) anQ. (No IT-No Recall) tasks, 
opportunity was available for rehearsal after the last digit. Yet the 
pupillary resFonse to the former condition was greater during the 
Pause, and more importantly, the Digit segment. H<;>wever~ accessibility 
to the digits by the time the.probe was.presented was.equal in both 
cases 1 as inQ.icated by the similar reaction times to the probe, and 
lack of errors in the.decisions (see Table VI). The distinction that 
occurred during the presentation of tQ.e digits may h~ve b~en a result. 
of the nat\lre of the task.situations - (No IT-No Recall) did not require 
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a rote knowledge of the digits, whereas (No IT..,Recall) demand,ed memori-
zation. Thus, the SS s~eme4 to .. hav~. t:r;eated diff~rently the five digits 
for a Recall task as c9mpared to the.,treatmel}t for a Re<rognition task. 
Th~ 4iffere:Q.ces,i~ pupil response to the (No IT-Recall) and.(No 
IT~No Reca+l) conditions off~r some implications for recall memory and 
rec9g~ition m~mory. Recognition and.recall have·genera+ly been regarded 
l;!.s two .aspects of the.same memory state. This.view is called the 
threshold theory, an.d states that t~e higher level of performance gen-
erally found with :r;ecognition is due to the lower threshold of associa-
ti ve st:r;ength, needed for a correct response. H.owever, several authors 
(Adams, 1967; Kintsch, 1970, e.g.) have presented the view that recogni-
tion and rec~ll follow different mechanisms and serve differe:Q.t f~nc-
tions. Adams argues that :r;ecall, "the .capability for repeating a re-
s:i;>onse" (p. 10), is characterized by a me~ory trace, Recognition, 
which r~qui:r;es an identifying response, is based on another kind of. 
trace: 
the stimulus trace of an environment~! stimulus lays 
down a perceptual trace, Ciilled S per~eptual trace, 
and subsequent appearanc~ of the stimulus on the re-
tention test a,ct~vates the perceptual trace and re-
sults in identification of the .stimulus (p. 286). 
Kintsch mentions several variables which aff~ct recognition and 
recall differentially in memory tasks. · For example, low-frequency words '· 
are rec0gnized mor~ easily, wh,erelis high-frequency words are recalled 
better. Also, inte~tional learning aids recall performanc~, but recog-
nition is the same under intenti0nal or incident~! learning con4itions. 
These differences can.not b~ rea~ily explained by a th,~eshold the~ry. 
O~ the. basis. of. su,ch. findings,, Kin ts ch feel.!? thi;i.t qu~li t~ti ve dif-
fere11ces,exist; between.recognition al}d recrall. In the case of 
recc;>gnition, "the item is sensorily present.and it is a simple matter 
to retrieve its corresponding representation in memory'' (p. 337) , On 
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the other hand, recall involves a retrieval proc(:!ss, and those,variables 
affecting interitem relationships shoulg influence performance. Kintsch 
presents evigern;e that the organization of tl;ie material. to be learned, 
(high structure of materials, e.g.) has important consequences for re-
call, but not recognition, performance. Kintsch is thus arguing that 
"recognition is independent of.the st:ibject's.intention to learn;and 
hence of particular methogs of :r;eh(:!arsa1, while appropriate re~earsal 
greatly increases recall" (p. 338). 
The differences in pupil response to the (No IT-'Recall) and (No 
IT-No Recall) conditions support the .Adams and Kintsch contention that 
reco~nition and recall are.sepa:r;ate m~mc;>~y states governed by different. 
vari~bles. The pu:pillary data suggests that the distinguishing f<yatures 
may well begin with the mechanisms for e4traction of informati9n during 
pres~nt~tion of the stimuli, and that these mech,anisms may first exert 
their influence in the form.of preparatory activity. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of instruc-
tional set on the pupillarr,response during the presentation of common 
stimuli~ Five female and five male Ss were auditorially presented with 
·' 
a series of 40 experimental trials. Instructions at the beginning of. 
each trial informed the .§.of the task requirements. Task difficulty 
was varied by requiring different.combinations of an interpolated task 
and/or a recall task. Four seconds after the end of the instructions, 
five digits were presented at a one second rate. If the interpolated 
task (reciting the alphabet rapidly) was required, a starting letter 
was presented 9ne second after the ,last digit. Five seconds later, a 
probe digit was presented, an4 .§.was to indicate via lever movement 
whet11er t~e digit was (positive probe) or was not (negative probe) one. 
of th~ preceding five digits, If recall was required, it took place 
,<• ' 
after the probe gecision, 
Response me~surements were (1) filmed records of the J?Upil during 
each trial (filming ended with the last digit), (2) reaction times and 
decision errors to the probe digit, and (3) recall perfqrmance. 
The main findings were as follows: The level of the pupillary re-
sponse indicated that knowledge of future task requirements selectively 
prepared the .§.s for differential processing of the digits, Diffe,rences 
in pupil responses indicated that the greatest,amount of mental activity 
A1 
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occurred duri~g stimuli presentation under th~ (IT-Recall) cqndition. · 
Althoug4 dilation during t~e Digit.phase of tne (IT-No Recall) and (No 
IT-Recaq) conditions wer~ similar, eacq ~as .. greater than t~at to the 
(No IT-No Recall) si.tuat.ion. These sa.m.e re~~tive trei:ids .occurred during 
the Pause interval as well. 
Bec~use, on.e of the main. distinctions ,of the tasks was the oppor-
., '· . . 
tuni t:y for r~hearsal . of the digits, th.e results for the ,Digit phase 
we:r;e interprete4 as possibly refl~cting dif:J;~r~nces.in, re~earsal strat-
egies during stimuli prese~tation. , Also of intere~t were thE'. differ-. 
ences in dilati<:>n tC? th~·, (No IT-Recall) and. (No IT-No Recall) tasks .• 
The·. former task necessi tate4 memorization of: t~e digits,, whereas the 
latt~r did not~ and.t~e pupil responses to these tasks were interpreted 
as .. reflecting the strategy of encoqing for recall memory as opposed to 
recognition memory. 
Results of t~e RTs. and decision ~rrors to the prob~,, and 9f recall 
l'erfqrmance.of the digits, offered supporting evidence that the.tasks 
did indeed va:r;y in c,iifficulty. 
In conclusion, the pupi1lometric index proyed to be.a reliable and 
sens~tive mea~ure'.of bot~·preparation for, and.encoding of, common 
stimuli pres~11ted under tas~ · si tuaticms. of varyi11g 4ifficul ty. 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS 
Thefoiiowing instructions were tape recordeci and played tc;> all Ss; 
This is an e~peri111ent ciealing with memory. Your 
eyes wUl be photographed while you do .some. simple 
mell,lory.tasks. These tasks.you will perform are not.an 
intelHgence·test of any kind and should not be inter-
pretecl as such. Although,the task may seem to be a 
very simple qne, our rese~rch .indicates that it can 
provide important·information concerning the memory. 
processes, Therefore your very close cooperation is 
absolute~Y necessary for the success of the experiment. 
If for any :reason during the .course of .the experiment · 
you.feel you can not fully cqoper,ate, please let me . 
~now. Y9u will still get f~ll credit for participa-
tion. 
When you look. into the appar,atus, you will see a 
small black cross in the center of an illuminated 
field. Since we are interested in the exact Center of 
your eye, it is imperative that you maintain a steady 
gaze at the center of the screen. The small black 
cross will be yoµr fixation point. 
The tasks you will perform deal with ciigits. In 
eei,crh trial, you will hear aseries of five digits. A 
little bit after the last digit, another digit will be 
spokeri. You are to cl.ecide as quickly as possible 
w1wthei;- this digit wa~ one. of the five digits you heq.rd 
a few seconds ago, If it is, you indicate so by moving 
this lever in the YES direction, as indicated by the 
experimenter, If it is n6t ~ne of the digits~ you will 
signify so by moying the )ever, the .other way CE indi- . 
cates), to the NO position; Again, if the digit you 
hear was one of the five, move the lever fo the YES 
po~ition; if it was not one.of them, move it to the NO. 
position. This decision task will occur on every ' 
trial. However, there wi 11 also be . some . extra tasks 
for yo11 to do on some trials~ These tasks depend on 
some very brief instructions,which you will hear a few 
seconds b~fore the ,first of tQ.e five digits begins. 
If you hear.the word LETTER, this means that right 
after the fifth ciigit, you will hear one letter of the 
alphabet; you are to beginat.tl\is lettf)r and immedi-. 
ately proceed t11rough the alphabet as fast.as you can, 
AL'. 
in a low voice; if you come to z, go :right to a, etc. 
Thi.s alphabet procedure, occurs before the decision task 
anc;l la~ts for a few seconds, until the digit on which. 
you must make a decision comes up. Be sure.to recite 
tl~e alphabet in a low voice so t~at you will be able to 
h~ar the digit. If the instruction you hear.befoi;e the 
c;ligits begin is NO LI;TIER, you will not 11,,ave this , 
alphabet task to do. · 
Anothel.' brief instruction you.may hear before the· 
digits come on. is the word RECALL. Th,is .. means that as 
soon as you move. t~e hnrer, indicating your decision, 
you.a:re to recite verbally to the eJ(perimenter .the dig-
its you heard. Recit~ them in any order you wish. If 
you are soJllewhat unsure of a,numo~r, you may give the 
digit you thought you heard. After you.repeat the dig':' 
its, m6ve the .leveJ;' back to the mid4le,poiition. If 
the instruction is NO RECALL, then :you will not have to 
recall the digits. Therefore, a:fter you make a deci-
sion by moving the lever, the trial ends at this point, 
anc;l you may.move th.e iever back to the middle position. 
You wlll have a few seconds bet~een trials, and 
you may remove y'our face from the apparatus anc1 rest 
during this , time. When you ,hear .. t1'e word READY, this 
means that a new·trial will start in a few seconds. 
You.should fi~ate your eyes on.t])e small bla~k cross 
again and maintain' a steady gaze.on it, Also, you 
should be holding the lever from this•time on. 
Now let me quickly review t}\e procedure~. You 
will hear the word READY, and are.to look at the cross. 
Shortly thereafter, you will hea~ the word START, mean-
ing that the trial is now.in progress. It is impera-
tive at this.time that you a:i;-e fixatirig upon the cross. 
A few seconds later, you will hear the instructions 
which tell you what task or tasks you.will perform. If 
you h,ear both the words LETTER anc;l RECALL,; you are to 
perform.both.tasks. If the.instructions say NO LETTER, 
RECALL, this means· that you are. orily ·.to re~all. the dig-
its. You will not do t~e alphabet task. If you hear 
~ETTER, Nq RECALL, you. are to perform the alphabet task 
only, and you will not recall. Sometimes you will near 
NO LETTER,.NO RECALL, indicating that.neither.of these 
tasks will be performed. In another few seconds you 
will hear the .first digit. After the last digit, a let-
ter will be spoken if the alphabet task is to occur .. 
Then you will hear a digit and.you are to make a deci-
sion by .moving the lever. If you.are to recall the dig-
its, do so after you have moved t~e lever, Then put tqe 
lever back in the.middle position.· In a few seconds.the 
next trial will begin. 
If you hear.a faint background.tone during a trial, 
disregard it, It is simply for apparatus control. 
We will start with a few practice trials to get you 
acquainted with the tasks. You may ask questions at any 
time during these tria1s. 
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APPENDIX B 
MEAN PUPILLOMETRIC VALUES FOR EACH TASK1 
Segment, Frame # IT- IT-No No IT- No IT-Recall Recall Recall No Recall 
l~ .000· - .020 .012 .;_. 012 
INSTRUCTIQNS 12 .045 .033 .034 .023 
0h·l4) 13 .044 .045 .060 .038 
14 . ll4 .073 .096 .077 
15 .120 .105 .101 .068 
16 . ll 7 ,107 .087 .056 
17 .097. .083 .068 .038 
PAUSE 18 • ll6 .088 .069 -.004 
(15-,22) 19 • ll4 .087 .091 .001 
20 . llO .039 .046 -.Ql4 
21 .106 .044 .041 .000· 
22 .082· . 032' .034 -.016 
seg. avg. .10782 .07302 . 06715 .01628 
23 .108 .044 .013 -.006 
. 020 .026 .026 . 023, 
24 .134 .080 .034 .012 
.029 .025 .030 .024 
25 .165 ~ ll6 .056 .032 
.028 .030 .027 .022 
26 .205 .092 .095 .079 
DIGITS2 
.025 .037 .026 .026 
27 . 252. .104 .121 .076 
(23-32) .033 ,035 .040 .028 
28 .272 .149 .140 .100 
.035 .036 .036 .034 
2~ .317 .189 .157 .142 
.035 .Q37 .038 .035 
30 .342 .192 .200 .148 
.037 .041 .039 .030 
31 .384 .233 .236 .18Q 
.046 .041 .039 .032 
32 .415 .268 .279· .18~ 
.051 .045 .040 .037 
se&· av&· .26306 .14769 • 13309 • 09422 . 
1values.are frame.averages over ,10 ~s, and represent deviat~ons 
from baseline in millimeters. 
2 Iridenteg values.repr~sent stangard error of the mean. 
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